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Abstract. A real-time lateral shearing interferometry that uses a pair of
Ronchi gratings to perform wavefront shearing operations is described
for measuring slope and curvature fringes simultaneously in thin struc-
tures. It involves simultaneous imaging of diffracted wavefronts using
Fourier filtering. Two sets of fringe patterns, one representing slopes and
the other curvatures, occur simultaneously at spatially distinct locations
on the image plane, thereby eliminating the need for additional postpro-
cessing of the recordings. In this work, the principles involved in the
measurement of slopes and curvatures using this technique are ex-
plained. The method is then demonstrated on thin structures subjected
to well-defined loading conditions, such as a clamped circular silicon
wafer subjected to central displacement. Measurements have been suc-
cessfully compared with analytical solutions. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1809611]

Subject terms: shearing interferometry; Ronchi gratings; thin structures; slope;
curvature.
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1 Introduction

Tremendous progress in microelectronics and microelec
mechanical systems~MEMS! has occurred in recent year
These systems generally consist of thin structures involv
layered dissimilar materials or thin-film coatings on su
strates. Process and service-induced stresses due to
match in thermomechanical material properties are co
mon in these configurations, and accurate quantificatio
the same is needed for characterizing processes as we
resulting component reliability.1 It is well known that
stresses in thin plate-like structures can be evaluated
knowing surface slopes and curvatures. This observa
has been widely utilized by a number of investigators in
past to measure surface slopes and curvaturesseparately
using both coherent and incoherent optical metrolo
These methods can be broadly classified into 1. real-t
methods2–6 and double-exposure schemes7,8 involving
specularly reflective objects, and 2. double-expos
schemes for diffusely reflective surfaces.9,10

Among the real-time slope and curvature measurem
methods for specular objects, Assa, Betser, and Poli3

have demonstrated different grating shearing interfero
eters. Using diffraction analysis, they have shown that
of their arrangements can give slope fringes in real tim
but a second, however, needs spatial filtering to obtain
same. Their setup is capable of providing curvatures
needs spatial filtering of the recordings. In their review
ticle, Kao and Chiang3 have described a family of optica
arrangements that incorporate single and double line g
ings to accurately measure slopes and curvatures using
single- and double-exposure schemes. They have used
metric moiréprinciples to develop the governing equatio
3014 Opt. Eng. 43(12) 3014–3020 (December 2004) 0091-3286/2004/
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as they use relatively coarse gratings. A modified reflect
moiré method proposed by Ritter and Schettler-Koehler4 is
capable of providing curvature fringes in real time. Sele
tive diffraction order filtering is utilized by Subramania
et al.5,6 to obtain slopes and curvatures sequentially in r
time. Subsequent optical spatial filtering is needed in so
arrangements to acquire the necessary information.

It is evident that although some of these methods
provide slopes and curvatures in real time, postproces
of the recordings is often needed to retrieve both slopes
curvatures, since the information is not available on
image plane at spatially distinct locations. The current wo
demonstrates the feasibility of a double-grating late
shearing interferometer called coherent gradient sen
~CGS!, used widely in failure mechanics11 studies, and
more recently for thin film characterization,12 for simulta-
neously measuring surface slope and curvature fringes f
specularly reflective thin structures in real time. Previous
it had not been realized that the optical arrangement, wh
had been used for slope measurements only, can be e
adopted for extracting curvatures as well as slopes. It
quires no postprocessing of image plane recordings, s
the two families of fringes occur at spatially distinct loc
tions. This capability could be valuable for characterizi
transient processes such as metallic thin-film deposi
and polymeric coating and curing.

2 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used is shown schematically in
1. It consists of a polished silicon wafer~diameter 50.8
mm, 500mm thick! bonded to a steel disk with a centr
aperture of diameter 25.4 mm. The wafer is illuminated
$15.00 © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup for reflection coherent gradient sensing (CGS).
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a collimated He-Ne laser beam. The reflected object wa
front is transmitted through two parallel Ronchi gratin
~25.4-mm pitch! separated by a distance~D! of 24 mm. The
diffracted wavefronts are collected by a plano-convex le
~focal length 500 mm!, and the resulting diffraction spec
trum is registered on its focal plane as shown. An apert
is used to block all but the necessary diffraction orders
depicted. The interferograms are recorded by a cha
coupled device~CCD! array located at the image plane
real time. It should be emphasized that the camera sys
comprised of the lens and the photosensor array is focu
on the object surface using a target placed at the w
plane during optical alignment. That is, the object and i
age distances obey the lens law.

The gratings used in this study are chrome-on-glass l
pair depositions with magnesium fluoride antireflecti
coating. The choice of master Ronchi grating plates is d
tated by the commercial availability, and the method sho
function equally well with other grating profiles such
sinusoidal rulings. It should also be noted that antireflect
coatings are essential for minimizing image noise in
form of ghost fringes, which would otherwise occur due
multiple reflections between the gratings. Other parame
such as grating pitch, grating separation distance, and f
length of the imaging lens are chosen based on the nee
1. producing sufficient spatial shearing of the object wa
front without unduly compromising the accuracy of deriv
tive representation of the out-of-plane displacements
separating the diffraction spots at the back focal plane
the imaging lens sufficiently for easy filtering, and 3. sep
rating slope and curvature fringes spatially on the ima
plane to avoid additional postprocessing. The use of co
mercially available micropositioning devices to control i
plane and out-of-plane parallelism between gratings
grating lines limit the grating separating distance to be
less than 15 mm in the current setup.

3 Optical Analysis

The object wave, making an anglef with the optical axis in
the y-z plane, is transmitted through a pair of Ronchi gr
-
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ings G1 andG2 of pitch p with principal grating direction,
say, alongy axis ~Fig. 2!. The separation distance betwee
the two gratings along the optical axis isD. The resulting
diffracted light emerging from the first grating consists o
zero and several odd diffraction orders, each denoted by
corresponding complex amplitude distributionE. For sim-
plicity, only consider diffraction ordersEi( i 50,61) after
the first grating. These waves are propagating in discre
different directions according to the diffraction equatio
@u5sin21(l/p)'(l/p) for small angles#. Each of these dif-
fracted wavefronts diffract again at the second grat
plane, and the corresponding wavefronts propagating
several discrete directions are denoted byE( i , j ) ( i 50,
61,j 50,61), where the subscripts correspond to diffra
tion order at the first and second grating, respectively. T
wavefrontsE61,0 and E0,61 contribute to the61 diffrac-
tion spot on the focal plane. And, diffracted wavefron
E0,0, E11,21 , andE21,11 contribute to the zero order. By
letting 61 or 0 diffraction order pass through the filterin
aperture, interference fringes resulting from the cor
sponding complex amplitudes can be evaluated. Letl 0 and
l 61 denote the optical path lengths ofE0 andE61 , respec-
tively, between the two gratings. Then, complex amplitud
E0 and E61 can be represented asE05C0 exp(ikl0), E61

5C61 exp(ikl61), whereCs denotes amplitudes,k denotes
the wave number (52p/l), and i 5A21. Noting that no
additional path difference occurs beyond the gratingG2 ,
the intensity distribution on the CCD array for a 1:1 ma
nification is proportional to,

I 615~E0,611E61,0!~E0,611E61,0!*

5A0
21A61

2 12A0A61 cosk~ l 02 l 61!, ~1!

when61 diffraction spot is let through the aperture and
3015Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 12, December 2004
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of diffraction and Fourier filtering of wavefronts in CGS.
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I 05~E0,01E11,01E0,21!~E0,01E11,01E0,21!*

5A0
21A11

2 1A21
2 12A0A11 cosk~ l 02 l 11!

12A0A21 cosk~ l 02 l 21!

12A11A21 cosk~ l 112 l 21!, ~2!

when a zero-order diffraction spot is let through the ap
ture at the spectrum plane. In the previous,I 0 and I 61

denote the intensity,A0 and A61 the constant amplitude
associated with each diffracted wavefront after gratingG2 ,
and* denotes the complex conjugate. Based on geomet
considerations, the optical path lengthsl 0 and l 61 can be
expressed as,

l 05
D

cosf
5

D

S 12
f2

2!
1

f4

4!
2...D ,

~3!

l 615
D

cos~u6f!
5

D

F12
~u6f!2

2!
1

~u6f!4

4!
2...G ,

by expanding cos(") in the neighborhood of (")5zero. For
small angles, when the series is truncated by neglecting
terms of the order of (")3 and beyond, Eq.~3! becomes,

l 0'
D

S 12
f2

2! D
'DS 11

f2

2 D ,

~4!

l 61'
D

F12
~u6f!2

2! G 'DF11
~u6f!2

2 G ,
neering, Vol. 43 No. 12, December 2004
l

where binominal expansion

~16p!q5F16
q

1!
p1

q~q21!

2!
p26

q~q21!~q22!

3!
p31...G

for (p2,1,qÞ0,1,2,...) is used.

3.1 Filtering Out All but 61 Diffraction Order

By calculating the path difference (l 02 l 61) from Eq. ~4!,
the expression for intensity distribution Eq.~1! on the
sensor/image plane when the6first diffraction order is al-
lowed to pass through the filtering aperture is,

I 61'A0
21A61

2 12A0A61 cosFkDS u2

2
6uf D G . ~5!

Then, constructive interference occurs when the argum
of the cosine term in the prior equation is 2Ndp, where
Nd50,61,62,..., is the fringe order. After substituting fo
the wave number, we get

D

l
uS u

2
6f D5Nd .

When the wafer is undeformed (f50), the fringe order
of the uniform bright fringe of the undeformed wafer ca
be denoted by Nu5D/p (u/2)5constant (Nu50,61,
62,...,), whereu'l/p is utilized. By incorporating the
expression forNu , the magnitude of angular deflection o
light at a point on the wafer surface can be written as,

f5~Nd2Nu!
p

D
5n

p

D
, n50,61,62,... . ~6!
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Tippur: Simultaneous and real-time measurement of slope . . .
Since angular deflection of light rays can be related to s
face slopes asf52(]w/]y), wherew is the out-of-plane
deflection of the wafer in thez direction, surface slopes ca
be quantified as]w/]y ' dw/dy 5n p/2D , whered is the
difference operator. It should be noted that the interfere
fringes obtained by filtering all but11 or 21 diffractions
can be interpreted as forward and backward difference
the optical signal. The fringe formation in the overlappi
region can be schematically represented as in Fig. 3, w
the solid line is used to represent the undiffracted wave,
the dotted line represents either a11 or 21 wavefront.
Evidently, the sensitivity of the interferometer for meas
ing angular deflections of light~and hence, surface slope!
depends on the ratio of grating pitchp and grating separa
tion distanceD, providing experimental flexibility in choos
ing p andD, clearly an added experimental advantage.

3.2 Filtering Out All but Zero Diffraction Order

After substituting the path differences (l 02 l 61) and (l 11

2 l 21) in Eq. ~2!, intensity distribution on the image plan
becomes,

I 05~A0
21A11

2 1A21
2 !12A0A11 coskDS u2

2
1uf D

12A0A21 coskDS u2

2
2uf D

12A11A21 coskD~2uf!. ~7!

Fig. 3 Overlapping sheared wavefronts on the image plane (x8-y8
plane) for filtering all but 11, 0, 21 diffraction spots. The solid and
broken circles correspond to zero order and 11 or 21 diffraction
orders passing though the aperture, respectively
f

e

This corresponds to overlapping 0,11, and21 diffrac-
tions as shown schematically in Fig. 3. Equation~7! com-
prises three individual intensities represented by the th
cosine terms. The arguments of the first and second co
terms are identical to the one in Eq.~5!, and hence, inten-
sity distributions correspond to forward and backward d
ferences, respectively. Further, these two terms are of e
visibility since the coefficients multiplying them are equ
(52A0A11). The third cosine term represents an intens
distribution pertaining to the parameter 2f. However, vis-
ibility of the fringes is substantially low due to the coeffi
cient 2A11A21 . Thus, the observed intensity consists
two identical, overlapping, and spatially shifted fringe pa
terns. This causes a moire´-of-moiréeffect13 and produces a
new set of fringes. Since the overlapping fringes den
(dw/dy), moiré-of-moiré fringes represent,

d

dy S dw

dy D5
d

dy S n
p

2D D5
p

2D S dn

dyD5
pm

2D~dy!
,

m50,61,62..., ~8!

wheredy is the shearing distance andm is the order of the
curvature fringes. Equation~8! suggests that the sensitivit
of the curvature fringes is intimately linked to the dens
of the slope fringes and the shearing distance.

4 Initial Optical Alignment

The shearing interferometer needs to be aligned initially
ensure 1. planarity of the incident laser beam used for
terrogating the surface of the thin structure and 2. paral
ism of the Ronchi gratingsG1 andG2 as well as the grating
lines. This is accomplished by mounting gratingsG1 and
G2 on positioning devices. One of the two gratings, s
G2 , is mounted on a micropositioning device wit
z-direction translation and rotational capabilities about
z axis. Separate coarse rotational capabilities about thx
and y axes forG1 are also needed. First, parallelism b
tween the grating planesG1 andG2 can be ensured usin
the coarse positioning device forG1 by rotatingG1 relative
to G2 about thex andy axes. The collimation of the lase
beam can then be ensured by using a front-coated mirro
a relatively high degree of flatness such as al/4 or l/8
mirror as the object. Assuming parallelism between grat
lines of G1 andG2 , when the incident beam is a spheric
wavefronti (x,y)5 x21y2/2 f , f being the focal length of
the collimating lens, a fringe pattern, as shown in Fig. 4~a!,
would result on the image plane when the principal dire
tion of the Ronchi gratings is along they axis. Now, a
planar wavefront can be obtained by adjusting the collim
tor to widen the fringe spacing until a uniform light fring
covers the entire field of view. For a planar wavefront i
cident on the gratings, the rotational misalignment such
the one shown in Fig. 4~b! would result in equally spaced
fringes along the principal direction of the gratings. T
formation of these fringes is due to coherent self-imag
phenomenon14 along the z axis at Talbot intervalsZT

52p2/l . These rotational fringes can be eliminated
rotating G2 about thez axis until the fringe spacing in-
creases and a single light fringe covers the entire field
3017Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 12, December 2004
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3018 Optical Engi
Fig. 4 Optical alignment fringes when the principal direction of the gratings is along the y axis. (a)
Fringes due to spherical wavefront, and (b) fringes due to relative rotational misalignment between
gratings
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view. In reality, however, both these misalignments oc
together, resulting in equally spaced fringe at an arbitr
angle relative to the principal direction of the grating
Thus, optical alignment will have to be carried out iter
tively until a uniform light fringe covers the entire field o
view.

5 Experimental Results

The method is demonstrated by performing benchmark
periments on a clamped circular silicon wafer subjected
a known central displacement. The wafer was bonded
steel substrate with a 25.4-mm central aperture using a
layer of epoxy. Interference fringes representing surf
slopes and curvatures for an imposed central deflectio
80 mm is shown in Figs. 5~a! and 6~a!, respectively. A
uniform light field representing zero slope and curvatu
surrounds the fringes in the plate. Excellent fringe contr
and symmetry are evident from the interferograms. T
fringes at the center of the plate are very dense in view
the concentrated force acting at that point. Despite this,
fringes are highly discernible, as shown in the enlarg
view of the slope and curvature fringes in Figs. 5~b! and
6~b!. The slope fringe@Fig. 5~a!# orders increase monoton
cally from a zero value along thex axis to a maximum
value along they axis, beyond which fringe orders reduc
neering, Vol. 43 No. 12, December 2004
-

f

back to zero at the edge of the plate. Fringe contours r
resent a surface slope of 2.6431024 radians/half-fringe.
The moiré-of-moiré fringes representing curvature@Fig.
6~a!# are numbered according to the principle of mo´
fringe formation. That is, when one set of slope fringe ov
lays exactly on top of the second set, an integer fringe or
is assigned. Accordingly, a zero-order fringe is seen alo
the x axis at the edge of the plate. Further, the zero-or
fringe passes through the location of maximum slope frin
along they axis. For the chosen experimental paramete
the curvature fringes represent 0.44 m21 per half-fringe.

Quantitative comparison between optical measureme
and the thin-plate theory is made next. The surface slo
and curvatures of a centrally loaded clamped plate
given by,

]w

]y
5

4ywmax

a2 logSAx21y2

a D ,

~9!
]2w

]y2 5
4wmax

a2 logSAx21y2

a D 1
4y2wmax

a2~x21y2!
,

wherewmax and a denote the maximum out-of-plane dis
placement and plate radius, respectively, and (x,y) denote
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Tippur: Simultaneous and real-time measurement of slope . . .
the in-plane coordinates of the circular plate with a load
point as the origin. As discussed earlier, the fringe ord
were assigned based on the boundary conditions of
problem, namely]w/]y is zero along thex axis and
]2w/]y2 along the x axis at (x56a,y50). Figure 7
shows comparison between measured and predicted su
slopes along (x50,y). Good agreement between the two
clearly evident. The slopes at the clamped edges are so
what higher than the theoretical predictions, while they
lower at the peak value, possibly due to the fact that
theory assumes rigid clamp, while in reality epoxy gl
essentially provides a certain degree of compliancy. T
comparison between the measured curvature and the
dictions is also very good along both thex and y axes of
the plate, as shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. The fringes as
close as 0.5 mm from the center of the plate have b
successfully extracted along thex axis, demonstrating the
resolvability of dense fringes at this critical location.

6 Conclusions

The optical method of coherent gradient sensing which
been used widely in the dynamic fracture and failure m
chanics community, is extended in this work to simul

Fig. 5 Slope fringes obtained for a clamped silicon wafer subjected
to central deflection: (a) Full view and (b) enlarged view near the
center of the plate.
e

-

-

neously measure slope and curvature fringes of thin st
tures in real time. Both slope and curvature fringe famil
occur at spatially distinct locations of the image plane. T
is, highly discernable fringes representing slopes and
vatures can be obtained from the method without any
ditional postprocessing of the image plane recordings. O
tical information is retrieved at spatial distances less th

Fig. 6 Curvature fringes obtained for a clamped silicon wafer sub-
jected to central deflection. (a) Full view and (b) enlarged view near
the center of the plate.

Fig. 7 Comparison between measured and predicted surface
slopes.
3019Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 12, December 2004
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Tippur: Simultaneous and real-time measurement of slope . . .
0.5 mm away from the loading point and compared s
cessfully with the analytical solutions. Thus, numerical d
ferentiation of optically measured slope data for determ
ing curvature can be avoided. The measurements
demonstrated with a relatively high slope resolution
2.6431024 radians/half-fringe and curvature resolution
0.44 m21 per half-fringe. These resolutions can be furth
enhanced, if necessary, by increasing the shearing dist
between the gratings or by increasing the pitch of the R
chi gratings.
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